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Clean energy transition causes a Peak in energy investment ?

Hypotheses : 
Learning curve for EROI 

• low rate of 2%/cap. doubling

• Much less than observed

Average EROI of 10 in 2014 also 
studied.

Differences in site EROI : 
changing resource quality 

Energy in the investment 
peak is provided by 
current energy mix 
further demand of Fossil 
Fuels

The sower’s way: quantifying the narrowing net-energy pathways to a global energy transition

Sgouridis, Csala & Bardi, Environ. Res. Lett. 11 (2016) 094009
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Outline

Energy investment in Macroeconomic equations

• Historical series
• Capitalization as Energy Investment
• Primary energy, a relevant parameter of GDP growth

Yet, What about Final or Useful Energy relation to GDP ?

• Relation of GDP with Final or Useful energy
• Useful energy in transition scenarios

 Do we have adequate modeling?

 Do we have enough data?
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Part 1

Energy investment in 
Macroeconomic equations
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Exponential growths of Global GDP and Primary Energy 
Consumption (PEC) - Epoch 1 : 1820  1920 

Data: GDP(t) vs PEC(t)

Bercegol, H., & Benisty, H., 2022. An energy-based macroeconomic 

model validated by global historical series since 1820. Ecological 

Economics, 192, 107253.

Epoch 1

Princeton University Press 2013

Epoch 1     Linear relation 

Era of the coal-iron-railways 

“building block”      see  

A simple macroeconomic 

modelling describes 

Capital as Energy investment

GDP PEC
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Epoch 2 (1920-2016) : evidence of efficiency improvement

We retain from epoch 1:   

and focus on the « productivity of energy » 

which grows during the period:



Data: GDP(t) vs PEC(t)
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Epoch 2
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scale
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The innovation term A could help limit resource consumption

The innovation term        aggregates both 
 improvement of conversion efficiency into final 

and useful energy/exergy

 Improvement of economic processes to turn 
useful energy/exergy into value

This implies that the more we consume, 
the better we use resources.

There might be a threshold in global 
consumption above which economic 
growth comes without consumption 
growth.
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Part 2

Yet, What about Final and/or 
Useful Energy relation to GDP ?
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Among many scenarios, one scenario with detailed useful energy
demand, showing that transitioning is cheaper than B.A.U

Empirically grounded technology forecasts and the energy transition, Rupert Way et al (2022)

Working paper from the Institute for New Economic Thinking at the Oxford Martin School

Dramatic Cost 

Reduction of 

Renewable 

technologies  
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Energy investment in PV technology, 
effect of historical EROI progress

Fixed LifeTime = 25 years

 

  

Life Time
EROI

Energy PayBack Time

EROI Data from Atse Louwen et al., Nature Communications, 2016
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How much useful energy to build World solar capacity

See also similar considerations by Goldschmidt et al., Energy Environ. Sci., 2021, 14, 5147

Following Way et al’s fast 
transition scenario

Supposing no progress in 
PV EROI (or CED), more 

than 10% of useful energy 
is necessary during 10 
years, 2030-2040.

Continued progress along 
the learning curve / 
exponential decrease of 
CED reduces the 

investment to <4% of 
useful energy.
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Conclusion

From examination of the past
Capitalization as energy investment

Aggregated effect of innovation  growth of productivity of energy

Generalized law of improvement of technologies: cost and energy investment 

The rapid growth of PV has been and will be fueled by Fossil fuels up to their final peak

EROI must continue to increase along the “learning curve” to decrease the energy 
investment burden

Energy demand data (EROI/EPBT)

• Exist for Solar PV systems – should be continuously, more precisely monitored … 

• Seem scarce for Batteries and Electrolysers, very rare for Wind energy

Scenarios generally provide Primary/Final energy consumption forecast.

• However, information missing on the quality of energy necessary, useful 
energy/exergy requirements and on the energy investment burden.
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Thank you – Any questions ?


